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Golden Jubilee Financial Literacy Event
On Wednesday, November 4, 2009, the Eve Fenton Love-All Foundation hosted a
financial literacy event at the Museum of American Finance located on Wall St. This outreach
program was exclusively for senior high school students taking courses at Baruch College and
for students attending Baruch College. The first item on the agenda was an enlightening
museum tour. Thereafter, there was a reception commencing with a speech by Vicki Fenton,
encompassing a Proclamation which honored the Eve Fenton Love-All Foundation from the one
and only New York State Attorney General Andrew Cuomo. This event marked our fifty-fourth
event in over three years. In turn, our Foundation surprised the inter-governmental official, Mr.
Paul Thomas, with a Merit of Achievement Award for our New York State Attorney General’s
humanitarian endeavors.
Vicki Fenton, who founded the organization, gave an inspirational speech with the
theme, “Determination is the Gateway to Success.” TM The students listened intently, because
they realized that challenges must never deter you in your ultimate quest for success.
Mr. Paul Thomas was a dynamic orator, who delivered a speech to the students
outlining a creative pattern for their future endeavors. He enthralled the students with style and
grave.
A matinee energizer packed with gourmet delights was an incentive for our next
outreach program speech by the one and only Bill Dobrow. He delivered this renaissance of
business ideals and goal setting for the future entrepreneurs. In essence, financial literacy is
the key to a successful future by laying the foundation for a bountiful economy ahead.
Many kudos to our special Dream Team Sponsors who donated from their hearts for our
future generation:
Broadway Comedy Club
Cache
Champion Couriers
Cosmic Diner
Creative Thrift Shops
D’Agostino
Dominos Pizza 205 Allen St.
Duane Reade
Ferrara Bakery & Café
Glenn Foods, Inc.
Gristedes
Guantanamera Restaurant
Matt’s Grill
Natural Gourmet Institute

New Jersey Devils
New York Giants
New York Health & Racquet Club
Nice Matin
Park Avenue Post, Inc.
Pepsi Cola
Quaker Oats
Ruthy’s Bakery
Second Avenue Deli
Siggi’s Yogurts
Signs and Decal
Staples
Trattoria Dopo Teatro
Tropicana

"A heavenly valentine of love and quality care for disabled indigent children." TM

Special thanks to our charismatic volunteers: Erwin Avila, who was Vicki’s right and left hand
man throughout the event. He proved that hospitality is a quality which makes him a one in a
million, indispensable supporter. Now on to an angel by the name of Judith Shapiro, who made
sure that she delivered one of our sponsor’s delectable food for this event. She picked up her
husband at the hospital, brought him home and then brought the food to the event. Thereafter,
she went on to work and came home to nurse her husband after her good deeds. Our
Foundation is grateful to people that walk the humanitarian road for our future generation. Not
withstanding, a great financial educator by the name of Daniel Kamelhar worked tirelessly with
our Foundation to make sure that this event brought a renaissance of business ideals to the
Baruch students.
Last and most important, a gigantic thank you to the President of the Museum of American
Finance and his assistant, Lindsay Seeger, for their benevolent donation of a great tour and
space to have this memorable financial literacy event. They should be considered the best of
the best.

Vicki Fenton, CEO & President
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